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POINTS OF INTEREST

• We are so grateful for all our generous donors who helped us surpass end of the year expectations,
especially in the current economic
climate. Thank you!
• We started 2021 with 2 Cyclones
which thankfully didn’t cause any
damage to the mission although
many in Mozambique have been
impacted. Please pray for recovery
during this important crop production time.
• Shannon, Lynn and Dwight came
down with Covid-19 early in January, and although a rough journey,
we praise God for our growing
health and recovery. Thanks for
your prayers!
A thankful Pastor Antonio in front of the new church

CHURCH PLANTING • BY DWIGHT LAGORE

DIVINE PROVISION
FOR AMAZING GROWTH!

• We are sad to announce that we
lost 2 great people on our Brazil
team due to Covid-19, our Capoeira
teacher’s wife (Eliziane) and Marlon, our past Portuguese teacher.

B

ut Pastor Antonio, we don’t normally finance church construction projects!”, said I, a little exasperated. “But Pastor Dwight, we just need a roof
before the rains come.” All I could think of was this was an $8,000 USD project
and raising funds for a church roof had always proven difficult.

“

After listing all the reasons why we could
not help, I hung up. Pastor Antonio is
the National ACOP leader and a graduate of our seminary. By 2016 his church
grew to 723 members. They decided to
plant another church across town and
asked 200 members to start attending
in a makeshift grass building. This church
grew rapidly to 423 members, so they
launched a building program and now

had the main structure complete. A couple weeks passed, and I started to sense a
strong prompting to attempt to address
this need. After board approval, I sent the
proposal to the first of two churches. The
next day I received a reply saying they
wanted to sponsor the entire project
themselves! This is the fastest a project
has ever been funded and the church had
a roof before the rains started.
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WOMEN’S LITERACY • BY LYNN LAGORE

DEVELOPING NEW SKILLS

C

OVID restrictions presented challenges and opportunities to do
things differently, or to try new things
with our students. One new activity we
provided to our older students was a
basic sewing class. This happens to be
a great tool for practicing and reinforcing math concepts and developing new,

fine motor skills. It also teaches students
to mend their own clothes and possibly
pursue a career in sewing. We had a lot
of Singer treadle sewing machines donated that were waiting to be used!
Giggles and laughter filled the room as
they gripped their sewing tables and (at

AMIGO ORPHAN PROGRAM • BY CHELSEA MCMANUS

A COVID CHRISTMAS

O

ur Orphan Christmas Party is the highlight of the year!
It’s a time of fun, food, laughter, and a little chaos. Our
planning was tinged with the uncertainty of Covid-19, but as
the year end approached, restrictions slowly lifted, and we celebrated together.

We began the day at a beautiful restaurant. Games started immediately with the youth playing hockey and the younger ones
giggling away as Shannon led them in sack races, tug-of-war
and ‘What Time Is it Mr. Wolf’. After that, we continued with
singing, dancing, and the Christmas Story. Lunch was a delicious chicken dinner, including salad, chips and rice. Then the
presents were distributed. There were huge smiles as each child
received a blanket, sports outfit, and a brand-new pair of shoes!
To finish off the day, everyone headed to the pool. We brought
beach balls and pool noodles, which were a BIG hit. The pool
was filled with chaos and laughter. Mission staff and students
alike enjoyed the water and time together. At the close of a
challenging year, this day was a powerful reminder of God’s love
and faithfulness in the lives of these children and caregivers.
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first) wildly pumped the pedal to get the
rhythm going, as chairs scooted around,
and those old dormant machines
squealed back to life. Soon, the machines ticked smoothly as they worked
on making their own school bags. What
a sense of fulfillment when their projects
were done!

BRAZIL
MOUNT HOREB IN BRAZIL • BY ABEL FURQUIM

POST PANDEMIC AT MOUNT HOREB

O

ur school operates under specific legislation, in which 33% of students are on scholarship. In previous
years we have had 130 to 140 students
benefiting from full and partial scholarships. However, the post-pandemic scenario surprised us! Our student population is significantly reduced, and we now
have only 177 students enrolled. In 2020
there were 420 and among those, 130
scholarship students.

schools open in February. We are taking
all the necessary health measures, but
we need prayer that God will preserve
the health of our staff and students and
provide the necessary financial resources to maintain our activities. Even in the

face of difficulties, we recognize the Lord
has helped us so far. He is the Provider
and Creator of this work. Therefore, even
if the fig tree does not blossom and the
vine does not bear fruit, we will praise
the Lord.

Since we have both scholarship and
non-scholarship students, this number is
alarming. In all, 78 people work at Mount
Horeb, predominantly teachers, and unfortunately some of them will lose their
jobs. Initially we will say goodbye to 14
staff members.
The government has mandated that

NEW INFRASTRUCTURE • BY ABEL FURQUIM

CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW SPORTS GYMNASIUM

T

he new Mount Horeb sports facility, which was started at the end of
last year, is progressing. We began by
selling unused land we owned. Interestingly, the buyer is a former student of
Mount Horeb. As a result of this sale, we

were able to start something we have
dreamed of for a long time.
This new gymnasium will be used by
our students for our sports programs,
by the community, and it will be an income generator to help
subsidize projects that have
no source of income to support themselves.
The construction is on
schedule and the expectation is that the columns and
roof will be completed by
the end of February.
We believe God is in this
project and that it will help
to generate quality of life for
the community and income
for the institution.

“

We believe that God is
in this project and that
it will help to generate
quality of life for the
community and income
for the institution.

”
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DONATE ONLINE
AVIATION CYCLONE RELIEF AND RECOVERY • BY DWIGHT LAGORE

COLLATERAL IMPACT

T

he impact of starting a new year
with yet another cyclone making
landfall in Mozambique spurred us into
getting ready for the worst. Other than
our partners, Mercy Air, we were the
only entity who had an aircraft in-country who could respond to the efforts
with Mozambique Emergency Services
(INGC) of the government and the UN.
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Mercy Air was able to pre-position a helicopter and their Kodiak with us a day
before the cyclone hit, so we were all
ready to fly immediately following. Although there was significant damage
in some areas, due to advance warning
the people were able to move to higher
ground. While there was a lot of property lost, lives were saved, for which we
are all thankful. Yesterday, we had the
privilege of flying one of the most connected, influential government leaders
in Mozambique with a reputation for
great wisdom and intelligence. He was
anxious to hear about the mission and
would like to meet us with a group of
pastors to interact more about the work
happening on the ground. I’m reminded
of Joseph whose influence resulted in
the saving of many!

Please go to
www.samministries.org and
click the online donation button.
Donate Now
through

CanadaHelps.org
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More news, updates and
pictures on many of these
stories are available on our
website and Facebook page.
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